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Abstract: The Arctic, Antarctic, and Tibetan Plateau (TP) are the northernmost, the southernmost, and
the highest places of the Earth, respectively, known as Earth’s “three poles”. The Arctic and TP are
the “North Pole” and “Third Pole”, and they exert a significant influence on the regional and global
climate. This study analyzed the changing characteristics of Arctic sea ice and explored relationships
between extreme cold days on the TP and sea ice concentration in the Arctic. From 1979 to 2019, the sea
ice concentration of August–October decreased significantly. The low concentration of sea ice leads
to a warmer Arctic and causes cold air over the Arctic to be unstable and more likely to move into the
southern. Over the TP, the frequent cold air activities lead to more extreme cold events. This article
aims to investigate the response characteristics of atmospheric circulation via the NCAR–CAM5.1
model (National Center for Atmospheric Research Community Atmosphere Model, Version 5.1). In
order to verify the mechanism of Arctic sea ice concentration impacts on the extreme low temperature
of the TP, we designed three experimental plans with different sea ice concentrations and sea surface
temperatures (SST). In the two sensitivity experiments, the decrease in sea ice concentration and the
increase in SST from August to October in the key areas are amplified simultaneously. The simulation
results show that the increases in atmosphere thickness of 950–500 hPa in the Arctic from November
to the following February reduce the meridional thickness-gradients between the Arctic and the
middle latitudes. The westerly flow in middle–high latitudes weakened. As a result, the polar vortex
over the Arctic is more likely to move south. There are negative geopotential height anomalies at
500 hPa over the Arctic and TP and positive anomalies over Eurasia. The anticyclonic system at
500 hPa slightly strengthens in the high latitudes of Eurasia (northerly winds in the TP). Strongly
negative anomalies of temperature in the northern parts of the TP generate the cold source. To the
north of the TP, the strengthened meridional propagation in middle–high latitudes causes more
cold extremes.

Keywords: Tibetan Plateau; Arctic sea ice; atmospheric circulation; numerical simulation; community
atmosphere model

1. Introduction

Sea ice concentration in the Arctic has declined, and sea ice ranges have broken several
lowest records since satellite monitoring began in 1979 [1–3]. The change in sea ice could
trigger a series of changes in the ocean and atmosphere [4,5]. Lenton et al. demonstrated
that a small perturbation of the sea ice in the Arctic could influence the earth system [6].
The melting of sea ice warms the Arctic area and weakens the thickness and temperature
gradients between the Arctic and middle latitude areas [7,8]. During the years of low sea ice
concentration in the Arctic, the westerly wind in the lower troposphere can be weakened
or even turn into the easterly wind, which is abnormal in the middle latitude [9]. The
decline of the sea ice can change the atmospheric circulation and strengthen meridional
propagation. It can also weaken the meridional gradient of the tropospheric potential
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vorticity and cause the warm-Arctic–cold-Eurasia pattern [10]. On most high–latitude
continents in the Northern Hemisphere, the incidence of obstruction events increases
during the winter [11–13]. The subsequent cold weather would influence most areas in
the Northern Hemisphere [12,14]. The numerical experiments of Peings et al. showed that
the reduction in sea ice will strengthen heat exchange between the polar and the middle
latitude areas, which can bring cold air from the Arctic to the middle–high latitude areas in
the Northern Hemisphere [13].

Generally, the sea ice in the Arctic melted from April to August. Much more solar
radiation energy was absorbed by the ocean, which is later released into the air in winter,
resulting in a distinct Arctic amplification phenomenon [8,15]. The temperature differences
between the polar and the equatorial areas also impact the climate of China [16,17]. From
November to the following February, there is a positive correlation between the Arctic
sea ice area and the surface temperature in Eurasian middle–high latitude areas [18]. The
sea ice in spring can be the foreboding element for summer monsoons in East Asia and
changes in summer precipitation in China [19,20]. In China, Xie et al. found that the
warmer and colder winter generally occurs in years with more and less autumn Arctic sea
ice, respectively [21].

The TP is often called the “third pole” in the world [22]. The TP has a large area with
complex orography, and it is regarded as an area that is more sensitive to global climate
change [23–27]. It is widely recognized as one of the most vulnerable areas in ecological
terms and critical to future human activities on Earth [28,29].

Climate change over the Arctic Pole and TP can trigger a series of climate responses
and global climate change [30]. The climate change of TP can be related to the climate
change in the Arctic. For instance, the change of location and polar vortex intensity
significantly affects the frequency and intensity of cold air in the northeast of TP [31]. Does
the sea ice reduction in the Arctic lead to more extreme weather over the TP? What is
the atmospheric circulation mechanism behind the relations? As a result of the lack of
high-quality in situ data of long time series over TP, there are still uncertainties in the
attribution and quantification of climate change between the Arctic and the “third pole”.
This study analyzes the characteristics of the sea ice in the Arctic. Then, we explore how
the changes in the Arctic sea ice concentration influence the extremely low temperature on
the “third pole”.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data and Statistical Methods

The daily maximum and minimum temperatures of 125 stations over the TP during
the period 1979–2019 are obtained from the China Meteorological Administration (http:
//data.cma.cn/, accessed on 1 March 2021) [32]. Monthly average sea ice concentration
and SST data (1◦ × 1◦) are obtained from the Hadley Center [33]. The cold indices are
calculated by applying the method in Table 1 [34]. Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) can
decompose, observing data irregularly distributed in a limited area, and the decomposed
spatial distribution has specific physical significance. The first mode of EOF represents the
most important spatial characteristic field of raw data. The first mode time coefficient can
represent the time variation characteristics of the meteorological elementary field. EOF has
obvious advantages in extracting the spatial–temporal variation characteristics of physical
quantities, which is widely used in the earth sciences [35].

http://data.cma.cn/
http://data.cma.cn/
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Table 1. Definition of cold indices of extreme temperature.

Cold Index of Extreme Temperature Definition (Unit: Day)

The number of cold days (TX10P)
Days with daily maximum temperature less

than 10% percentile (The quantile is based on
the period from 1981 to 2010)

The number of cold nights(TN10P)
Days with daily minimum temperature less

than 10% percentile (The quantile is based on
the period from 1981 to 2010)

The Eliassen–Palm flux (EP flux) is a powerful tool for studying planetary wave
propagation. The vector arrow of EP flux represents the propagation direction of wave
energy, and its horizontal and vertical components demonstrate the momentum flux and
heat flux of vortices, respectively. Its divergence indicates the generation or dissipation
of waves. The study selected waves 4–7 to calculate the EP flux on the longitude circle
plane. The harmonic analysis of temperature field and wind field are carried out, and
the disturbance amplitude distribution of arbitrary wave number is obtained. Vector F is
defined under the spherical logarithmic pressure coordinate (p coordinate) as the expression
of the quasi-geostrophic condition, as follows:

F =

{
−ρ0a cos ϕv′u′, ρ0a cos ϕ f

v′θ′

θp

}
(1)

∇·F =
1

a cos ϕ

∂

∂ϕ

(
F(ϕ) cos ϕ

)
+

∂F(p)

∂p
(2)

1
ρ0a cos ϕ

∇·F = D·F (3)

where ρ0 is the air density, θp is the derivative of the potential reference temperature for
pressure p, a is the radius of the Earth, ϕ is the latitude, f is the Coriolis parameter, and v′,
u′ and θ′ are the corresponding disturbances of the wind and temperature fields caused by
quasi-steady planetary waves. D·F is the divergence of the EP flux [36].

2.2. Community Atmosphere Model, Version 5.1.1 (CAM5.1.1) Simulations

The atmospheric model used in this study is the Community Atmosphere Model,
Version 5.1.1 (CAM5.1.1). It is the atmospheric component of the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) earth system model (Community Earth System Model 1.0.4,
CESM1.0.4) and is coupled to the Community Land Model (CLM) [37]. The significant
improvements in this version concern cloud properties, including a more natural seasonal
cycle of Arctic clouds [38]. It can be coupled with ocean and sea ice models. In the model,
the active ocean and sea ice components are replaced by data ocean and thermodynamic sea
ice components (more detailed information of the model components and their coupling can
be found at https://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.0/cam/, accessed on 9 October
2021). The model is widely used in the studies of the interaction between SST, sea ice and
atmospheric circulation [13,39].

In the Section 3.3, based on statistical analysis, the relationships between the numbers
of cold events over the TP and the Arctic sea ice are systematically studied. The result
reflects that there is a negative correlation between the number of extreme cold days over
the TP from November to the following February and the sea ice concentration in the key
areas from August to October (the key areas in the Arctic are located at areas A and B of
Figures 1 and 2).

https://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.0/cam/
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In order to explore how the change of the key areas’ sea ice concentration affects
atmospheric circulation, we designed three experimental plans: one control experiment
(CTL) and two sensitivity simulations. The SST is also considered in the experiments for the
change of sea ice has direct impacts on the changes of SST. The model resolution in this study
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is 1.9◦ latitude and 2.5◦ longitude with 30 vertical levels. The CTL is a 26-year simulation,
a prescribed annually repeating sea ice concentration and SST is specified in the model
using the ensemble mean of the model historical simulations during 1982–2001. In the CTL,
the sea ice concentration and SST are set close to levels of year 2000, the concentration of
greenhouse gases and aerosol are fixed at the level of the year 2000. The two sensitivity
experiments are performed with the simulation length of 16 years. In the first sensitivity
experiment (2010c), the sea ice concentration and SST in the key areas from August to
October are replaced with the ensemble mean of monthly Hadley Centre observations
from August to October of 2002–2012. Other conditions of 2010c are the same as CTL. The
2010c is designed to assess the impact on the early 21st century sea ice concentration and
SST in the key areas’ conditions on the atmospheric circulation. In the second sensitivity
experiment (2090c), the sea ice concentration and SST in the key areas from August to
October are set to the 2089 to 2099 ensemble mean which was derived from the simulations
performed for phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) with the
Community Climate System Model, version 4 (CCSM4). CCSM4 is the previous version
of the coupled ocean–atmosphere model from CESM. Other components in the second
sensitivity experiment are the same as in the 2010c. The 2089 to 2099 climatological
annual cycle of sea ice concentration and SST are taken from the 6-member ensemble mean
of the twenty-first-century simulations performed under the 8.5 W·m−2 representative
concentration pathway (RCP85) scenario. The 2090c is designed to assess the impact of the
RCP8.5 high emission scenario sea ice concentration and SST in the key areas’ conditions
on the atmospheric circulation. The same as in CTL, radiative forcing in the two sensitivity
experiments are fixed at the level of the year 2000. Hence, comparisons between two
sensitivity simulations and CTL reflect the response solely forced by the projected decrease
in sea ice concentration and the increase in SST but ocean–atmospheric interactions induced
by sea ice and SST changes are permitted. Figures 1 and 2 show the differences of sea ice
concentration and SST between the sensitivity experiments and the control experiment.
Additionally, in the two sensitivity experiments, the decrease in sea ice concentration and
the increase in SST from August to October in the key areas are amplified at the same time.
For the three experimental plans, the ensemble means results are obtained for analysis.

3. Results
3.1. Changes in Sea Ice Concentration in the Arctic

Since 1979, the sea ice of the Arctic has melted faster than ever before [40]. The data of
monthly average sea ice concentration from the Hadley Center are used for the analysis.
It can be found that the sea ice concentration in winter and spring is relatively stable.
However, it reduces significantly in summer and autumn, especially in August to October
(Figure 3). Therefore, this study selects August to October from 1979 to 2019 (41 years) as
the main study period.

Using EOF, the analysis shows that, from August to October in 1979 to 2019, the sea
ice concentration near the Norwegian Sea is out of phase compared to that of other regions
in the Arctic (Figure 4). After 2000, the Arctic sea ice has decreased significantly in most
areas of 30◦ E to 90◦ W. The Arctic sea ice concentration reduction in the other months is
less than that in August to October.
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3.2. Relationship between Arctic Sea Ice Concentration and Extremely Low Temperature in the TP

Lag-related analysis suggests a highly positive correlation between the Arctic sea ice
concentration in August to October and the average temperature of the TP in November to
the following February (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. The lag-related (temperature since September) relation between the sea ice concentration of
the Arctic during August to October from 1979 to 2019 and the average temperature in the TP.

The correlation between the time coefficient of the first mode shown by the EOF
decomposition of the number of cold days and cold nights over the TP in November to
the following February and the Arctic sea ice concentration during August to October
was analyzed (Figure 6a,b). The sea ice concentration index of the key areas is selected:
A: eastern Laptev Sea–East Siberian Sea (120◦ E~180◦ E, 70◦ N~80◦ N) and B: Beaufort
Sea–Baffin Bay (150◦ W~60◦ W, 70◦ N~80◦ N), on the basis of the location of the significant
area of the correlation coefficient. We find a negative correlation between the Arctic sea
ice concentration with cold days and cold nights. It indicates that there will be more cold
days over the TP, with less sea ice in the key areas. The Arctic sea ice concentration in the
key areas from August to October is standardized (Figure 6c), reflecting the interdecadal
variation of the Arctic sea ice concentration from August to October. After the middle-1990s,
the ratio in the key areas of the Arctic begins to decrease from August to October. Since
the beginning of the 21st century, the decreasing trend has accelerated, consistent with the
increasing number of low-temperature days over the TP.
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Figure 6. Correlation between (a) number of cold days and (b) cold nights over the TP during
November to the following February with Arctic sea ice concentration during August to October
from 1979 to 2019 (shaded areas are for values that pass the 0.05 significance test), (c) standardized
time series of Arctic sea ice concentration during August to October from 1979 to 2019 (the solid black
line shows the 9-year moving average curve).

The regression between cold days during November to the following February and the
detrend of sea ice concentration in the key areas during August to October (Figure 7) shows
that the numbers of regression coefficients in most areas of the TP are negative. However,
the southern part of the TP is mainly affected by the southwestern monsoon, and the cold
air is blocked by orography. In the southern part of the TP, the regression coefficient is
positive in a small area, while it is negative in most other highlands. The number of cold
days during November to the following February increased in most areas of the plateau.
The regression analysis (Figure not shown) of the number of cold nights has the same
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distribution pattern and conclusion as the number of cold days. It indicates that, when the
sea ice in the key areas is less from August to October, the number of low–temperature
days over the TP will be more significant from November to the following February.
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through a 0.05 significance test).

3.3. Possible Mechanisms

The results of the sensitivity experiment and control experiment are analyzed. The
differences of the 500 hPa geopotential height field between 2010c and CTL (Figure 8a)
indicate that the geopotential height in Aleutian and North Atlantic increases is larger when
the prescribed sea ice concentration decreases and SST increases. It means the Aleutian low
and westerly jet at 500 hPa both weaken. In the west of Eurasia and the south of TP, the
geopotential height at 500 hPa also weakens significantly. The “wave–like” pattern will
occur in the areas from the North Atlantic Ocean to the south of the TP, and the meridional
wind strengthens, causing the cold air in the north to spread southward. The differences
between the 2090c and CTL (Figure 8b) show that, as the forcing strengthens, the 500 hPa
geopotential height at the pole and TP weaken, and the geopotential heights strengthen in
the northern part of Eurasia.
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Differences of the 500 hPa wind field reveal a connection between the wind field
differences of the 2010c minus CTL at 500 hPa and the height field (Figure 9a). When the
forcing on the sea ice and the SST is amplified over the key areas, an apparent anticyclonic
circulation presents over the western part of the TP. When the westerly wind weakens, the
cold air from the northern part spreads to the low-latitude areas, from the polar cold air
can invade southward and induce low-temperature weather in the middle–high latitudes
of Eurasia. Meanwhile, there is a significant northerly wind to the north of the TP, but
there is no significant northerly wind in the plateau. The distribution of the differences
between 2090c and CTL (Figure 9b) reveals that when the forcing continues to strengthen,
the westerly wind to the north of the TP weakens. In contrast, the northerly wind over
the TP and the significant anticyclonic system in the middle–high latitudes of Eurasia
and Siberia will strengthen. The formation and expansion of the anticyclonic system are
favorable for the invasion by cold air from the northern source area to the south, bringing
cold air to the plateau.

The differences of the 70◦–110◦ E average meridional circulation and temperature
between 2010c and CTL are shown in Figure 10a, with the comparison of CTL and 2010c. As
the northerly flow on the north side of the plateau strengthens, the temperature differences
from the Arctic to plateau below 300 hPa are abnormally negative. The Arctic temperature
will not increase significantly as sea ice decreases at all. However, the actual sea ice
reduction in August to October causes a significant increase in the Arctic temperature from
November to the following February. The comparison between CTL and 2090c (Figure 10b)
shows a positive temperature anomaly from the lower level in the Arctic from November to
the following February. At the same time, there is a strong negative temperature anomaly
in the middle–high latitudes to the north of the TP, which becomes a more substantial cold
source. This leads to intensification of the meridional wind, and thus the northerly airflow
over the TP strengthens.
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Atmospheric thickness is large at the equator and thin at the poles, thus creating a
meridional gradient. The decrease in the Arctic sea ice can change the thickness gradi-
ent between the middle–high latitudes and the Arctic. The differences of 950—500 hPa
atmospheric thickness of 2010c minus CTL and 2090c minus CTL (Figure 11) indicated
that, with the decrease in sea ice and the increase in SST in the Arctic, the atmospheric
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thickness in the Arctic increases and that in the middle–high latitudes of the northern
hemisphere decreases. The thickness gradient in the Arctic and middle–high latitude areas
is significantly weakened, leading to the weakened westerly wind. This circulation can
strengthen meridional propagation, and the polar vortex over the Arctic is more likely to
move south. The blocking situation is more likely to occur in the middle–high latitudes.
The intensity of the polar vortex weakens, the low-pressure trough deepens, and the cold
air bursts southward under the guidance of the upper airflow, all bringing more cold air to
the TP.
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The differences of 70◦–110◦ E average wave 4–7 EP flux and divergence (Figure 12)
show that when the increase in Arctic SST and the decrease in sea ice concentration are
imposed in the key regions of the Arctic during August to October, the fluctuation from
north to south over the north of the TP is strong during November to the following February.
The differences of the EP divergence are negative. This is the convergence area over the
middle–high latitudes above 500 hPa. This means that the westerly wind in middle–high
latitudes weakens, and the meridional propagation is strengthened by the weakened
westerly wind. With the increase in Arctic SST and the decrease in sea ice concentration,
the negative anomaly center of the divergence moves to the middle and lower troposphere.
It shows that, when the forcing of the sea ice and SST strengthen from August to October,
the westerly wind on the middle–high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere weakens, and
the meridional propagation strengthens. It is more likely to cause the cold air in the north
of the plateau to move southward from November to the following February.
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4. Conclusions and Discussion

There is a yearly decreasing trend of the average value of sea ice concentration from
August to October per year in the period 1979–2019 in most parts of the Arctic. When
the ice of the key sea areas is less from August to October, the extremely low temperature
over the TP is more prevalent from November to the following February. Based on the
numerical simulation results, this study analyzes the atmospheric circulation mechanism
of the correlations between the Arctic sea ice, SST, and the TP of middle latitude. The
anticyclonic system in Siberia strengthens from November to the following February, when
the sea ice of the key sea areas is less from August to October. On the middle–high latitudes
to the north of the TP, the strong negative temperature anomaly can form a more substantial
cold source. The atmospheric thickness gradient between the Arctic and the middle–high
latitudes is reduced. Therefore, the westerly wind weakens, and the meridional propagation
in middle–high latitudes strengthens. As a result, the cold air is more likely to invade the
plateau through the airflow from north to south, and the extreme low-temperature events
increase on the TP.

It is worth noting that similar sea ice forcing can lead to different atmospheric circula-
tion responses, while the opposite sea ice forcing can lead to similar atmospheric circulation
responses. It is due to the prominent nonlinear characteristics of atmospheric circulation re-
sponses [41]. The sea ice in different regions, intensities, and seasons will also have various
effects [42,43]. In addition, the correlation between the Arctic and middle latitudes is also
strongly affected by the background of atmospheric circulation and the SST background
state [44]. The impact degree of the Arctic sea ice change on middle latitude weather and
climate, as well as its influential process and the causal correlation, all require further study.
Numerical experiments have to be carried out by using more and better models combined
with more extended observation data. The integration research by multiple data, patterns,
set members, and methods is the future orientation of research.
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